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December closings by sold term

Conventional Cash VA FHA Other

49% 22% 17% 10% 3%
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Economists tracking the Las Vegas housing market, believe LV will benefit from mortgage rates

remaining around 4% and the continued strong population growth.  This will likely place

additional upward pressure on home prices.   The consensus is home prices will increase 2 to 3%

in 2020.  Realtor.com remains the exception, projecting a 1% price decline in 2020

Regarding new homes, experts are projecting Las Vegas will maintain or grow sales, as long as

builders can provide the product

The affordability of Southern Nevada compared to California is significant. People will continue

to relocate because they can save 12% of their income.  In 2019, DMV reported 38% of turned in

licenses came from California

Builders are saying “there is no more land, material costs are increasing, labor is short and

government fees continue to rise.  As a result, new homes are projected to cost more in

December than in January 2020.”
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Condos will be coming back because there is a need for the density and lower price point. 

There continues to be a concern for home affordability in the service sector as wages are not

keeping up with home prices

Builders are getting smarter and savvy increasing products in the 1200 to 1400 sq ft entry level

market.  Entry level used to be 2200 to 2500 sq ft.

Another outside influence that should help home sales in 2020 is the FHA increasing loan limits

by $23,000 to $345,000.  That’s expected to add about 23 new communities that are to Clark

County buyers.  FHA share of sales continue to increase substantially
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Inventory has been negatively affected by investors buying foreclosures and turning them into

rentals during the “Great Recession”.  If all the homes sold to investors were owned by regular

homeowners, inventory would be in a stronger position

The number one consensus item we need a significant increase in product for the first-time

homebuyer.  A healthy real estate market benefits greatly as the number of first-time home

buyers increases.  They drive so many positive factors.
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